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7s start GN- 

GNARLED ADEGLNR GNARL, to twist into state of deformity [v] 

GNARRED ADEGNRR GNAR, to snarl (to growl viciously) [v] / GNARR, to gnar (to snarl (to growl viciously)) [v] 

GNASHED ADEGHNS GNASH, to grind teeth together [v] 

GNASHES AEGHNSS GNASH, to grind teeth together [v] 

GNATHAL AAGHLNT gnathic (of or pertaining to jaw) [adj] 

GNATHIC ACGHINT of or pertaining to jaw [adj] 

GNAWERS AEGNRSW GNAWER, one that gnaws (to wear away by persistent biting) [n] 

GNAWING AGGINNW persistent dull pain [n -S] / GNAW, to wear away by persistent biting [v] 

GNOCCHI CCGHINO dumplings made of pasta [n GNOCCHI] 

GNOMISH GHIMNOS resembling gnome (dwarf (extremely small person)) [adj] 

GNOMIST GIMNOST writer of aphorisms [n -S] 

GNOMONS GMNNOOS GNOMON, part of sundial [n] 

GNOSTIC CGINOST adherent of gnosticism [n -S] 

 

7s contain -GN- 

AGNAILS AAGILNS AGNAIL, piece of loose skin at base of fingernail [n] 

AGNATES AAEGNST AGNATE, relative on father's side [n] 

AGNATIC AACGINT AGNATE, relative on father's side [adj] 

AGNIZED ADEGINZ AGNIZE, to acknowledge [v] 

AGNIZES AEGINSZ AGNIZE, to acknowledge [v] 

AGNOMEN AEGMNNO additional name given to ancient Roman [n -S, -MINA] 

AGNOSIA AAGINOS loss of ability to recognize familiar objects [n -S] 

ALIGNED ADEGILN ALIGN, to arrange in straight line [v] 

ALIGNER AEGILNR one that aligns (to arrange in straight line) [n -S] 

ASSIGNS AGINSSS ASSIGN, to set apart for particular purpose [v] 

BAGNIOS ABGINOS BAGNIO, brothel (house of prostitution) [n] 

BEIGNES BEEGINS BEIGNE, beignet (type of fritter or doughnut) [n] 

BEIGNET BEEGINT type of fritter or doughnut [n -S] 

BIGNESS BEGINSS state of being big (of considerable size) [n -ES] 

BOLOGNA ABGLNOO seasoned sausage [n -S] 

CHIGNON CGHINNO woman's hairdo [n -S] 

COGNACS ACCGNOS COGNAC, brandy [n] 

COGNATE ACEGNOT one that is related to another [n -S] 

COGNISE CEGINOS to cognize (to become aware of in one's mind) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

COGNIZE CEGINOZ to become aware of in one's mind [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

COIGNED CDEGINO COIGN, to quoin (to secure with type of wedge) [v] / COIGNE [v] 

COIGNES CEGINOS COIGNE, to quoin (to secure with type of wedge) [v] 

COLOGNE CEGLNOO scented liquid [n -S] 

COSIGNS CGINOSS COSIGN, to sign jointly [v] 

CYGNETS CEGNSTY CYGNET, young swan [n] 

DEIGNED DDEEGIN DEIGN, to lower oneself to do something [v] 

DESIGNS DEGINSS DESIGN, to conceive and plan out [v] 

DIGNIFY DFGIINY to add dignity to [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

DIGNITY DGIINTY stateliness and nobility of manner [n -TIES] 

DOGNAPS ADGNOPS DOGNAP, to steal dog [v] 
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DRAGNET ADEGNRT net for trawling [n -S] 

EGGNOGS EGGGNOS EGGNOG, beverage (liquid for drinking) [n] 

ELOIGNS EGILNOS ELOIGN, to remove to distant place [v] 

ENSIGNS EGINNSS ENSIGN, navy officer [n] 

EPERGNE EEEGNPR ornamental dish [n -S] 

FEIGNED DEEFGIN FEIGN, to pretend (to assume or display false appearance of) [v] 

FEIGNER EEFGINR one that feigns (to pretend (to assume or display false appearance of)) [n -S] 

HOGNOSE EGHNOOS nonvenomous snake [n -S] 

HOGNUTS GHNOSTU HOGNUT, hickory nut [n] 

IGNATIA AAGIINT medicinal seed [n -S] 

IGNEOUS EGINOSU pertaining to fire [adj] 

IGNITED DEGIINT IGNITE, to set on fire [v] 

IGNITER EGIINRT one that ignites (to set on fire) [n -S] 

IGNITES EGIINST IGNITE, to set on fire [v] 

IGNITOR GIINORT igniter (one that ignites (to set on fire)) [n -S] 

IGNOBLE BEGILNO of low character [adj -R, -ST] 

IGNOBLY BGILNOY IGNOBLE, of low character [adv] 

IGNORED DEGINOR IGNORE, to refuse to notice [v] 

IGNORER EGINORR one that ignores (to refuse to notice) [n -S] 

IGNORES EGINORS IGNORE, to refuse to notice [v] 

IMPUGNS GIMNPSU IMPUGN, to make insinuations against [v] 

INSIGNE EGIINNS insignia (insigne) [n -NIA] 

LASAGNA AAAGLNS Italian baked dish [n -S] 

LASAGNE AAEGLNS lasagna (Italian baked dish) [n -S] 

LIGNANS AGILNNS LIGNAN, type of polymer (complex chemical compound) [n] 

LIGNIFY FGIILNY to convert into wood [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

LIGNINS GIILNNS LIGNIN, essential part of woody tissue [n] 

LIGNITE EGIILNT type of coal [n -S] 

LORGNON GLNNOOR pair of eyeglasses with handle [n -S] 

MAGNATE AAEGMNT powerful or influential person [n -S] 

MAGNETO AEGMNOT type of electric generator [n -S] 

MAGNETS AEGMNST MAGNET, body that possesses property of attracting iron [n] 

MAGNIFY AFGIMNY to increase perceived size of [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

MAGNUMS AGMMNSU MAGNUM, large wine bottle [n] 

MALIGNS AGILMNS MALIGN, to speak evil of [v] 

MIGNONS GIMNNOS MIGNON, cut of beef [n] 

OPPUGNS GNOPPSU OPPUGN, to assail with argument [v] 

OUTGNAW AGNOTUW to surpass in gnawing [v -ED, -N, -ING, -S] 

PIGNOLI GIILNOP pignolia (edible seed of nut pines) [n -S] 

PIGNORA AGINOPR PIGNUS, property held as security for debt [n] 

PIGNUTS GINPSTU PIGNUT, hickory nut [n] 

REGNANT AEGNNRT reigning [adj] 

REIGNED DEEGINR REIGN, to exercise sovereign power [v] 

REPUGNS EGNPRSU REPUGN, to oppose (to be in contention or conflict with) [v] 

RESIGNS EGINRSS RESIGN, to give up one's office or position [v] 

SIGNAGE AEGGINS system of signs in community [n -S] 
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SIGNALS AGILNSS SIGNAL, to notify by means of communication [v] 

SIGNEES EEGINSS SIGNEE, signer of document [n] 

SIGNERS EGINRSS SIGNER, one that signs (to write one's name on) [n] 

SIGNETS EGINSST SIGNET, to mark with official seal [v] 

SIGNIFY FGIINSY to make known [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

SIGNING GGIINNS act of writing one's signature on document or in book [n -S] / SIGN, to write one's name on [v] 

SIGNIOR GIINORS signor (Italian title of courtesy for man) [n -I, -S] 

SIGNORA AGINORS Italian title of courtesy for married woman [n -S, -RE] 

SIGNORE EGINORS signor (Italian title of courtesy for man) [n -RI] 

SIGNORI GIINORS SIGNOR, Italian title of courtesy for man [n] / SIGNORE, SIGNORA, Italian title of courtesy for married woman [n] 

SIGNORS GINORSS SIGNOR, Italian title of courtesy for man [n] 

SIGNORY GINORSY seignory (power of seignior) [n -RIES] 

SOIGNEE EEGINOS soigne (carefully done) [adj] 

THEGNLY EGHLNTY THEGN, thane (man holding land by military service in Anglo-Saxon England) [adj] 

TIGNONS GINNOST TIGNON, piece of cloth worn as headdress in Louisiana [n] 

VICUGNA ACGINUV vicuna (ruminant mammal) [n -S] 

WINGNUT GINNTUW nut with projections for gripping with thumb and finger [n -S] 

 

7s end -GN 

ARRAIGN AAGINRR to call before court of law to answer indictment [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CONDIGN CDGINNO deserved; appropriate [adj] 

CONSIGN CGINNOS to give over to another's care [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COREIGN CEGINOR joint reign [n -S] 

DEALIGN ADEGILN to withdraw allegiance to political party [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DERAIGN ADEGINR to dispute claim [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FOREIGN EFGINOR situated outside place or country [adj] 

IMPREGN EGIMNPR to make pregnant [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REALIGN AEGILNR to align again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

8s start GN- 

GNARLIER AEGILNRR GNARLY, gnarled [adj] 

GNARLING AGGILNNR GNARL, to twist into state of deformity [v] 

GNARRING AGGINNRR GNAR, to snarl (to growl viciously) [v] / GNARR [v] 

GNASHING AGGHINNS GNASH, to grind teeth together [v] 

GNATHION AGHINNOT tip of chin [n -S] 

GNATHITE AEGHINTT jawlike appendage of insect [n -S] 

GNATLIKE AEGIKLNT resembling gnat (small winged insect) [adj] 

GNATTIER AEGINRTT GNATTY, infested with gnats [adj] 

GNAWABLE AABEGLNW GNAW, to wear away by persistent biting [adj] 

GNEISSES EEGINSSS GNEISS, type of rock [n] 

GNEISSIC CEGIINSS GNEISS, type of rock [adj] 

GNOMICAL ACGILMNO gnomic (resembling or containing aphorisms) [adj] 

GNOMONIC CGIMNNOO GNOMON, part of sundial [adj] 
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8s contain -GN- 

AGNATHAN AAAGHNNT one of group of jawless vertebrates [n -S] 

AGNATION AAGINNOT relationship of agnates [n -S] 

AGNIZING AGGIINNZ AGNIZE, to acknowledge [v] 

AGNOSTIC ACGINOST one who disclaims any knowledge of God [n -S] 

ALIGNING AGGIILNN ALIGN, to arrange in straight line [v] 

ARMAGNAC AAACGMNR French brandy [n -S] 

ASSIGNAT AAGINSST one of notes issued as currency by French revolutionary government [n -S] 

ASSIGNED ADEGINSS ASSIGN, to set apart for particular purpose [v] 

ASSIGNEE AEEGINSS one to whom property or right is legally transferred [n -S] 

ASSIGNER AEGINRSS one that assigns (to set apart for particular purpose) [n -S] 

ASSIGNOR AGINORSS one who legally transfers property or right [n -S] 

BENIGNLY BEGILNNY BENIGN, kind (having gentle, giving nature) [adv] 

BIGNONIA ABGIINNO climbing plant [n -S] 

CAMPAGNA AAACGMNP flat, open plain [n -NE] 

COGNIZER CEGINORZ one that cognizes (to become aware of in one's mind) [n -S] 

COGNOMEN CEGMNNOO family name [n -S, -MINA] 

COGNOVIT CGINOOTV written admission of liability [n -S] 

COIGNING CGGIINNO COIGN, to quoin (to secure with type of wedge) [v] / COIGNE [v] 

COLOGNED CDEGLNOO COLOGNE, scented liquid [adj] 

COSIGNED CDEGINOS COSIGN, to sign jointly [v] 

COSIGNER CEGINORS one that cosigns (to sign jointly) [n -S] 

DEIGNING DEGGIINN DEIGN, to lower oneself to do something [v] 

DESIGNED DDEEGINS DESIGN, to conceive and plan out [v] 

DESIGNEE DEEEGINS one who is designated [n -S] 

DESIGNER DEEGINRS one that designs (to conceive and plan out) [n -S] 

DIAGNOSE ADEGINOS to recognize disease by its signs and symptoms [v -D, -SING, -S] 

DOGNAPED ADDEGNOP DOGNAP, to steal dog [v] 

DOGNAPER ADEGNOPR one that dognaps (to steal dog) [n -S] 

ELOIGNED DEEGILNO ELOIGN, to remove to distant place [v] 

ELOIGNER EEGILNOR one that eloigns (to remove to distant place) [n -S] 

ENSIGNCY CEGINNSY rank of ensign [n -CIES] 

FEIGNING EFGGIINN FEIGN, to pretend (to assume or display false appearance of) [v] 

GEOGNOSY EGGNOOSY branch of geology [n -SIES] 

GLEGNESS EEGGLNSS alertness (state of being alert (ready for sudden action)) [n -ES] 

HANGNAIL AAGHILNN agnail (piece of loose skin at base of fingernail) [n -S] 

HANGNEST AEGHNNST hangbird (type of bird) [n -S] 

IGNIFIED DEFGIIIN IGNIFY, to burn (to destroy by fire) [v] 

IGNIFIES EFGIIINS IGNIFY, to burn (to destroy by fire) [v] 

IGNITING GGIIINNT IGNITE, to set on fire [v] 

IGNITION GIIINNOT act of igniting (to set on fire) [n -S] 

IGNITRON GIINNORT type of rectifier tube [n -S] 

IGNOBLER BEGILNOR IGNOBLE, of low character [adj] 

IGNOMINY GIIMNNOY disgrace or dishonor [n -NIES] 

IGNORAMI AGIIMNOR utterly ignorant persons [n IGNORAMI] 

IGNORANT AGINNORT having no knowledge [adj] 
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IGNORING GGIINNOR IGNORE, to refuse to notice [v] 

IMPUGNED DEGIMNPU IMPUGN, to make insinuations against [v] 

IMPUGNER EGIMNPRU one that impugns (to make insinuations against) [n -S] 

INDIGNLY DGIILNNY INDIGN, disgraceful [adv] 

INSIGNIA AGIIINNS INSIGNE, insignia [n] / emblem of authority or honor [n -S] 

LAGNAPPE AAEGLNPP small gift given to customer with his purchase [n -S] 

LIGNEOUS EGILNOSU of or resembling wood [adj] 

LIGNITIC CGIIILNT LIGNITE, type of coal [adj] 

LONGNECK CEGKLNNO beer bottle with long neck [n -S] 

LONGNESS EGLNNOSS  state of being long (extending for considerable distance) [n -ES] 

MAGNESIA AAEGIMNS medicinal compound [n -S] 

MAGNESIC ACEGIMNS MAGNESIA, medicinal compound [adj] 

MAGNETIC ACEGIMNT magnet (body that possesses property of attracting iron) [n -S] 

MAGNETON AEGMNNOT unit of magnetic moment [n -S] 

MAGNIFIC ACFGIIMN magnificent [adj] 

MAGNOLIA AAGILMNO flowering shrub or tree [n -S] 

MAGNOXES AEGMNOSX MAGNOX, magnesium-based alloy [n] 

MALIGNED ADEGILMN MALIGN, to speak evil of [v] 

MALIGNER AEGILMNR one that maligns (to speak evil of) [n -S] 

MALIGNLY AGILLMNY in evil (morally bad) manner [adv] 

MIGNONNE EGIMNNNO daintily small [adj] 

OPPUGNED DEGNOPPU OPPUGN, to assail with argument [v] 

OPPUGNER EGNOPPRU one that oppugns (to assail with argument) [n -S] 

PEIGNOIR EGIINOPR woman's gown [n -S] 

PIGNOLIA AGIILNOP edible seed of nut pines [n -S] 

POIGNANT AGINNOPT emotionally distressing [adj] 

PREGNANT AEGNNPRT carrying developing fetus in uterus [adj] 

PROGNOSE EGNOOPRS to forecast probable course of disease [v -D, -SING, -S] 

REGNANCY ACEGNNRY state of being regnant (reigning) [n -CIES] 

REIGNING EGGIINNR REIGN, to exercise sovereign power [v] 

REIGNITE EEGIINRT to ignite again [v -D, -TING, -S] 

REPUGNED DEEGNPRU REPUGN, to oppose (to be in contention or conflict with) [v] 

RESIGNED DEEGINRS RESIGN, to give up one's office or position [v] 

RESIGNER EEGINRRS one that resigns (to give up one's office or position) [n -S] 

RINGNECK CEGIKNNR bird having ring of color around neck [n -S] 

SEIGNEUR EEGINRSU seignior (feudal lord) [n -S] 

SEIGNIOR EGIINORS feudal lord [n -S] 

SEIGNORY EGINORSY power of seignior [n -RIES] 

SIGNALED ADEGILNS SIGNAL, to notify by means of communication [v] 

SIGNALER AEGILNRS one that signals (to notify by means of communication) [n -S] 

SIGNALLY AGILLNSY notably (in distinguished manner) [adv] 

SIGNETED DEEGINST SIGNET, to mark with official seal [v] 

SIGNIORY GIINORSY signory (seignory (power of seignior)) [n -RIES] 

SIGNPOST GINOPSST to provide with signposts (posts bearing signs) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SMUGNESS EGMNSSSU quality or state of being smug [n -ES] 

SNUGNESS EGNNSSSU quality or state of being snug [n -ES] 
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SPHAGNUM AGHMNPSU grayish moss [n -S] 

STAGNANT AAGNNSTT not moving or flowing [adj] 

STAGNATE AAEGNSTT to become stagnant [v -D, -TING, -S] 

TRIGNESS EGINRSST quality or state of being trig [n -ES] 

UNSIGNED DEGINNSU not signed (to write one's name on) [adj] 

VIGNERON EGINNORV winegrower [n -S] 

VIGNETTE EEGINTTV to describe briefly [v -D, -TTING, -S] 

 

8s end -GN 

CAMPAIGN AACGIMNP to conduct series of operations to reach specific goal [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CODESIGN CDEGINOS to design jointly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MISALIGN AGIILMNS to align improperly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REASSIGN AEGINRSS to assign again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REDESIGN DEEGINRS to design again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNBENIGN BEGINNNU not benign (kind (having gentle, giving nature)) [adj] 

 


